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Abstract: Cross docking warehousing has become an important logistics
strategy in the supply chain management for many distributions industries.
The idea of cross docking is to eliminate the storage and order picking
function in the warehouse while still allowing it to serve its receiving and
shipping function. In the current literature, many cross docking models
have been proposed and these models vary based on the cross docking
setting and problem tackled. This study presents the gap analysis on the
existing cross docking models pertaining to the operational scenarios and
features addressed in solving short-term cross docking problem. On top of
that, the main concept of cross docking and planning decision level are
discussed. The contributions of this study are to identify the gap of
knowledge of the cross docking short-term planning and point out future
research direction in cross docking.
Keywords: Cross Docking, Supply Chain Management, Short-Term
Planning, Scenario, Strategies

Introduction
The competitive global market environment has
increased the pressure on manufactures, retailers and
distributors to rapidly supply products to end-customer.
Managing cost becomes more and more important
theme. Therefore companies attempt to eliminate
activities that do not add value especially in the
warehouse flow process. One of the new innovative
strategies in warehousing which has recently been
implemented is cross docking. Cross docking is a
technique that offers short cycle time by allowing direct
transhipment of products from the incoming to the
outgoing truck without any storage or with just
temporary storage in between (Acar, 2004; Chen et al.,
2009). Usually shipments will spend less than 24 h or
less that one hour in the facility before being shipped to
the intended customers (Shuib and Fatthi, 2012).
In a cross docking model, customer is known before
the goods get to the warehouse. When the freight arrives
to the facility, they are directly sorted and sent to the
assigned customer. Thus, the storage function has been
eliminated. As there is no inventory in storage due to
direct transhipment, cross docking has been a potential
logistic technique in order to reduce the inventory
holding cost, order picking cost, transportation cost and
delivery time (Apte and Viswanathan, 2000). In fact,

cross docking system has been successfully applied in many
industries and several famous companies such as Wal-Mart,
FedEx Freight, Toyota, Goodyear GB Ltd and Kodak Co
(Boysen, 2010; Chen et al., 2009; Shakeri et al., 2008).
According to Goliasa et al. (2010), the problem
related to cross docking facilities can be divided into two
categories, which are, (a) problem that considers the
facility as a node within a larger transportation network
and (b) problem that focuses on the operations of the
facility, which account for processes at inbound doors,
staging areas and outbound door. In general, the problem
that considers the facility as a node deals with the
routing of vehicles from or to the cross dock facility such
as described in Lee et al. (2006), location and demand
allocation to the cross dock facility (Dobrusky, 2003)
and design of the supply chain network problem
(Bachlaus et al., 2008). For the latter problem, which
focuses on the operations of the cross dock facility, there
are two main issues, namely, the optimization of
operations at inbound and outbound doors (Choi et al.,
2006; Miao, 2006) and optimization of operations within
the storage area of cross dock facility, as stated in
(Goliasa et al., 2010; Yu and Egbelu, 2008). Hence,
effective planning strategies are very crucial to ensure
efficient operations at cross docking terminal.
This study focuses on short term planning of cross
docking models. Operational issues and features
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loading docks to unload and load the goods. Two primary
functions of a warehouse include (i) temporary storage
and protection of goods; and (ii) providing value added
services such as fulfilment of individual customer orders,
packing of goods, after sales services, repairs, testing,
inspection and assembly (Heragu et al., 2004). Based on
(Rouwenhorst et al., 2000; Gu et al., 2007), operations in
a warehouse can be summarized as in Fig. 1.
Cross docking is a logistics technique that eliminates
the storage and order picking function of a warehouse
while still allowing the warehouse to serve its receiving
and shipping functions (Bartholdi and Gue, 2004). The
primary purpose of a cross dock is to enable a
consolidation from many smaller shipments between
multiple shippers and recipients, so that only full truck
loads are transported. Using this way, economies of
transportation are realized (Apte and Viswanathan, 2000).
Instead of shipping small orders directly as LTL
shipments between origins and destinations, cross docking
consolidates small orders into Truck-Load (TL) shipments
(Yang et al., 2010). Figure 2 shows the process involved
in the traditional warehouse and cross docking warehouse.
Van Belle et al. (2012) listed some advantages of
cross docking as compared to traditional warehouse,
which are:

addressed in the existing literature are discussed in
detail. On top of that, the concept of cross docking and
the planning decision levels are highlighted. This paper
is organized as follows: An introduction of cross docking
is presented first, followed with the description on
traditional warehouse versus cross docking warehouse.
The cross docking planning is highlighted next.
Meanwhile, the operational issues and features addressed
in the current cross docking model is discussed in detail.
Hence, conclusion of this study is provided as well.

Traditional Warehouse
Docking Warehouse

Versus

Cross

Before the existence of warehouse, commodities are
sent from vendor to the customers in direct distribution so
called as direct shipment. It is a normal case for customers
(retail stores) who deal with many vendors just to have
only one order for each vendor. Thus, usually the
shipments are delivered by the vendor’s truck in LessThan-Truckload (LTL). LTL refers to the transportation of
relatively small freight that requires space or weight which
is less than the truck capacity. This is not economical for
both parties as a customer has to pay more for deliveries
due shipments from many vendors while a vendor has to
bear for high delivery cost because of the LTL. As a
result, warehouse is initiated to serve as an intermediate
point between vendors and customers.
To be more specific, a warehouse is a commercial four
wall building which is used by manufacturers, importers,
exporters, wholesalers, logistics providers, for storage and
handling of goods (Emmett, 2011; Ling, 2007).
Warehouse usually consists of separate unloading and

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost reduction (warehousing costs, inventory
holding cost, handling costs)
Shorter delivery time (from supplier to customer)
Reduction of storage space
Faster inventory turnover
Fewer overstocks
Reduced
risks
for
loss
and
damage

Fig. 1. Warehouse operations

Fig. 2. Traditional warehouse versus cross docking warehouse
2005
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According to Napolitano et al. (2000), the term ‘cross
docking’ can be classified based on different types of
functions as the following:
•
•

•

•
•

Cross Docking Planning
Models of cross docking planning can be divided
into three decision levels, which are strategic, tactical
and operational level. For strategic level, the decision
made is usually associated for the long time horizon
and addresses the problem of cross docking network
design such as determination of number of cross
docking warehouses, location of the facility and
number of vehicles in the network. Several works on
cross docking strategic planning can be found in
(Kreng and Chen, 2008; Bachlaus et al., 2008). On the
other hand, in the tactical decision level of cross
docking planning, the planning horizon of the decision
is the mid-term horizon. Studies in tactical level mainly
discussed the problem of cross docking layout design
(Bartholdi and Gue, 2004; Heragu et al., 2004; Vis and
Roodbergen, 2008). A good layout will significantly
affect the effectiveness and the efficiency of the
operations inside the cross docking warehouse.
Besides, some works in the cross docking layout design
are related with the dock door assignment problem.
In order to operate and manage the cross docking
facility in a more systematic way and economically,
planning at operational decision level is also required.
This planning commonly deals with the short-term
planning horizon such as daily or weekly. Studies under
cross docking operational planning can be divided into
five major problem areas which are scheduling problem
(Arabani et al., 2012; Boysen, 2010; Mentzer et al.,
2011), dock door assignment problem (Aickelin and
Adewunmi, 2008; Berghman et al., 2011), transhipment
problem (Larbi et al., 2009; Miao et al., 2010), vehicle
routing problem (Dondo et al., 2011) and product
allocation problem such as in Li et al. (2008). An overall
cross docking planning and decision levels can be
summarized as in Fig. 3.

Manufacturing cross docking-receiving and
consolidating inbound supplies to support Just-InTime manufacturing
Distributor cross docking-consolidating inbound
products from different vendors into a multi-SKU
pallet, which is delivered as soon as the last product
is received
Transportation cross docking-consolidating shipments
from different shippers in the Less-Than-Truckload
(LTL) and small package industries to gain economics
of scale. For small package carriers, material
movement in the cross dock is by a network of
conveyers and sorters; for LTL carriers it is mostly by
manual handling and forklifts
Retail cross docking-receiving product from
multiple vendors and sorting onto outbound trucks
for different stores
Opportunistic cross docking-in any warehouse,
transferring an item directly from receiving dock to
the shipping dock to meet a known demand

Cross docking practise was pioneered by the WalMart Corporation where about 85% of its commodities
are delivered through cross dock facilities (Saxena,
2007). Because Wal-Mart was able to reduce the total
system inventory with cross docking, it could offer the
“everyday low price” (Stalk et al., 1992). A survey
carried out by Saddle Creek on 547 industry
professionals showed that 68.5% of the respondents have
already used cross dock and 15.51% plan to do so within
the next one to two years (Creek, 2011). For examples,
many famous companies such as Home Depot, Costco,
Canadian Tyre, FedEx Freight, Kodak Co, Goodyear GB
Ltd, Toyota, are now implementing cross docking
system (Chen et al., 2009).

Fig. 3. Decision levels in cross docking planning
2006
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of the research on cross docking planning outlined an
assumption for all trucks to be available at time zero or
the arrival sequences is assumed to be known. In this
scenario, trucks are assumed to be already waiting on the
designated area and are ready to be called up for
unloading when the schedule starts. However, in the real
world situation of cross docking implementation,
supplier’s trucks arrive dynamically over time, before
and after the starts of schedule. Thus, a possibility for a
number of trucks to arrive at the same time during peak
hours is high and this might result in trucks congestion
and long waiting time in queues due to inappropriate
scheduling policy and strategies. However, truck-to-door
assignment and scheduling with dynamic arrival time of
trucks is a complex problem and has been proven to be
an NP-hard problem (Sadykov, 2012). NP-hard problems
are referred to the optimization problems which have no
solution in polynomial time.
Most cross docks doors are categorized into unload
and load positions known as unloading and loading
doors, receiving and shipping doors or strip and stack
doors. These doors provide the space required by the
trucks for unloading or loading. The classic and most
popular layout of a cross docking facility is rectangular
in shape with several tens of load or unload doors on
each of the longer sides of the rectangle (Cohen and
Keren, 2008). In other words, one side of the cross
docking facility is for inbound operation while the other
side for outbound operation (Tsui and Chang, 1992).
According to Boysen and Fieldner’s (2010) classification,
this split doors environment is recognized as an exclusive
mode of service door. An exclusive mode service with
split doors is shown in Fig. 4.
Nevertheless, due to technical restriction for a
separation of inbound and outbound trucks, there are
also facilities which offers mixed service mode where
the doors of a cross dock can have dual functions of
inbound and outbound at the same time and trucks just
exchange some of their products with each other at these
doors. Cross docking in this scenario can be described as
the following. A number of supplier/customer trucks are
docked in the cross dock yard, exchange their products
based on the demands from predefined customers and
leave the cross docking terminal as an outgoing trucks.
The second row of Table 1 presents the existing studies
which concerned with exclusive mode and mixed mode
of cross docking doors configuration, respectively.
For the truck scheduling problem in cross docking
facility, unavailability of dock doors, material handling
equipment, workers and also insufficient space for
intermediate storage will cause delays and affect the total
operation time. In fact, these limited resource constraints
commonly result in prolonged completion time of jobs.
Door unavailability occurs when the number of trucks in
the cross docking waiting area exceeds the number of
available dock doors, resulting in some waiting time for
the truck. In real practice of cross docking, the number of

Operational Scenario and Features in Cross
Docking Models
A specific modelling approach may be required to
address the planning and operations at each of the
phases of the cross docking operations, namely the
inbound, internal and the outbound operation. The
modelling approach may depend on the type of the
cross docking centre (retail, manufacturing, distributor,
transportation or opportunistic) as well as the
distinctive scenarios and features encountered at the
three phases of its operations such as the setting and
facility layout, products and packaging, equipment and
labours or whether the planning addressed static or
dynamic operations. These scenarios and features
dictate the planning and operational strategies that need
to be adopted by the cross docking management. In this
study, example of 32 existing short term cross docking
models have been studied carefully. Scenario and
strategies addressed for each model is identified and the
result is shown in Table 1.
Problems that characterize the inbound operation are
the door assignment and truck scheduling problem,
which are normally considered as short term problems in
cross docking planning. The door assignment and
scheduling problem concerns with coordinating the
services provided at dock doors where each door might
serve multiple suppliers’ trucks or destination stores per
day whereas the service time for the truck at each door
varies according to the capacity and products’ types and
packaging. If dynamic arrivals of trucks is not
considered, the door assignment decision can also be
determined based on mid-term horizon planning, where
each dock door has been pre-determined to serve certain
inbound trucks or outbound destinations for some period
of time such as a week or a month. For example, Bozer
and Carlo (2008) addressed two types of door
assignment namely, the static and dynamic assignment.
In static door assignment, the assignment destination of
outbound door is determined to be fixed over a planning
horizon (such as 3 to 6 months) while the inbound doors
are assigned nightly.
Although a fixed assignment of doors to
destinations will simplify the allocation of shipments to
trucks, it may restrict the practicality in short term
scheduling because the peak loads for single
destination cannot be accommodated with additional
dock doors or trucks. Thus, such fixed door assignment
seems suited and applicable only for steady commodity
flows with a reliable distribution among inbound and
outbound destinations (Boysen and Fliedner, 2010).
The list of previous studies concerning static and
dynamic strategies of dock door assignment and
scheduling is given in Table 1.
A common scenario of truck scheduling of inbound
operation considered in the existing studies is the
assumption of static trucks’ arrivals. With the aim of
reducing the complexity in the modelling approach, most
2007
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incoming trucks during peak hours is always greater than
the number of available docks doors. However, some
studies assumed that the number of incoming trucks does
not go beyond the number of doors at any time. This
assumption might be applicable only for the large LTL
cross docking with hundreds of doors and the queue of
trucks rarely exceeds the number of doors or the size of
queue is just few (Gue, 1999). For the case when the
number of trucks is greater than the dock doors, an
effective truck assignment and scheduling procedure is
crucial in order to smoothen the flow of trucks and
freights and saving the operations costs.
Once the freights unloaded from trucks, they will be
handled by some material handling equipment such as
forklift and pallet jack, as shown in Fig. 5. In cross
docking, the service time of a truck may be affected by
the number of material handling equipment available to
unload, move or load the products (Goliasa et al., 2010).
Some studies assumed that the number of this material
handling equipment is sufficient. Thus, with this
assumption, the truck’s service time will not be affected
by resource constraints associated with the material
handling equipment. The third row of Table 1 presents
the previous works which addressed the operational
resource constraints in cross docking.
According to Goliasa et al. (2010), shipments
arriving at the cross dock facility may be loaded directly

on an outbound truck (one-touch complexity); staged on
the dock and then loaded onto an outbound truck (twotouch complexity); or staged on the dock, reconfigured
and then loaded on an outbound truck (multiple-touch
complexity). In two-touch complexity, usually the
shipments need to be temporarily staged onto an
intermediate storage inside the cross dock due to the
number of shipping trucks exceeds the number of
outbound doors. The intermediate storage area; also
known as staging area, is normally located in front of the
shipping doors where the products have to be staged
before being loaded to the outbound truck. On the other
hand, the applicability of intermediate storage area is
dependent on the type of cross docking centre itself that
determines whether there will be no intermediate storage
area, limited intermediate storage area or unlimited
intermediate storage area. For example, Boysen (2010)
considered a cross docking operation for food industry
where strict cooling requirement forbid an intermediate
storage inside the facility such that all shipments must be
transferred directly to the outbound trucks
instantaneously. Thus, the cross docking operation is
conducted by holding no-wait property as classified
by (Boysen and Fliedner, 2010). Some of the existing
studies pertaining to the intermediate storage area are
also presented in Table 1.

Fig. 4. Exclusive mode service with split doors

Fig. 5. Pallet jack and forklift used for material handling
2008
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Table 1. Cross docking scenario and features
Scenario
Door assignment

Features
Static
Dynamic
Both
Truck arrival time
Static
Dynamic
Door environment
Mixed
Split (Exclusive)
Constraints
Ratio of truck less than
or equal to dock doors
Ratio of truck exceeds
dock door
Sufficient
material handling
equipment/manpower
Insufficient
material handling
equipment/manpower
Intermediate
No intermediate storage
storage
Limited
Unlimited
Not appropriate
Transshipment time Fixed
Depends on door location
Depends on the availability
or capacity of handling
equipment/manpower
Depends on flow congestion
Depends on the storage time
Performance
Makespan
indicator
Travel cost (distance/time)
Earliness and tardiness
Others
Solution approach
Mathematical model
Simulation
Heuristics
Metaheuristics
Data testing
Real
Synthetic
Scenario
Door assignment

Features
Static
Dynamic
Both
Truck arrival time
Static
Dynamic
Door environment
Mixed
Split (Exclusive)
Constraints
Ratio of truck less than
or equal to dock doors
Ratio of truck exceeds
dock door
Sufficient
material handling
equipment/manpower
Insufficient
material handling
equipment/manpower
Intermediate storage No intermediate storage
Limited
Unlimited
Not appropriate
Transshipment time Fixed
Depends on door location
Depends on the availability
or capacity of handling
equipment/manpower
Depends on flow congestion
Depends on the storage time
Performance
Makespan
indicator
Travel cost (distance/time)
Earliness and tardiness
Others
Solution approach
Mathematical model
Simulation
Heuristics
Metaheuristics
Data testing
Real
Synthetic
Scenario
Door assignment

Features
Static
Dynamic
Both
Truck arrival time
Static
Dynamic
Door environment
Mixed
Split (Exclusive)
Constraints
Ratio of truck less than
or equal to dock doors
Ratio of truck exceeds
dock door
Sufficient
material handling
equipment/manpower
Insufficient
material handling
equipment/manpower
Intermediate
No intermediate storage
storage
Limited
Unlimited
Not appropriate
Transshipment time Fixed
Depends on door location
Depends on the availability
or capacity of handling
equipment/manpower
Depends on flow congestion
Depends on the storage time
Performance
Makespan
indicator
Travel cost (distance/time)
Earliness and tardiness
Others
Solution approach
Mathematical model
Simulation
Heuristics
Metaheuristics
Data testing
Real
Synthetic

Li et al. McWilliams et al. Pierre and
Larbi et al. Shakeri et al. Yu and
Bozer and
Arabani et al.
(2004) (2005)
Maknoon (2007) (2007)
(2008)
Egbelu (2008) Carlo (2008) (2011)

Li et al. Arabani et al.
(2009) (2010)

Soltani and
Sadjadi (2010)
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√
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√
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Thapa et al.
(2011)

√
Arabani et al.
(2011)
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√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√
Forouharfard and
Zandieh (2010)

√
√
Goliasa et al. Vahdani et al.
(2010)
(2010)

√
Boysen et al.
(2010)

√
Vahdani et al.
(2010)

√
Boysen
(2010)

√
Wu et al.
(2011)
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Alpan et al.
(2011)
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(2011)
(2012) (2012)
(2012)
(2012)
(2012)
(2012)

√
√
Berghman et al.
(2012)

√
Joo and
Liao et al.
Kim (2012) (2013)
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Konur and
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One of the factors which contribute to complexity in
truck scheduling is the transhipment time in the cross
docking facility. Boysen and Fliedner (2010) define the
transhipment time as the time lag between the arrivals of
shipments inside the facility after having unloaded them
from their respective inbound truck until their
availability at an outbound door. Transhipment time
depends on several factors such as the location of door,
availability of forklift or manpower and also congestion
flow of products inside the cross dock. The location of
doors also represents the distance to be covered by
material handling equipment where it may take more
transhipment time to move the products from inbound
door to far outbound door rather than the adjacent one.
Sometimes, due to the large freight to be handled,
limited numbers of forklifts will create delay in
transhipment of products because the forklifts may have
to do more than one trips for moving the items. Cross
dock congestion, which caused by the forklifts and
products, can also result in long transhipment time as
well. Specifically, interference due to forklifts, dragline
congestion and congested floor space (Bartholdi and
Gue, 2000), will increase the time for moving the
products between two doors. Meanwhile, time incurred
at the intermediate storage area will also contribute to the
total time of transhipment. Thus, in order to reduce the
complexity of the problem, some studies assumed the
transhipment time to be constant or fixed. However, such
assumption might be practical if the cross docking
facility only has few doors, unlimited temporary storage
area and sufficient forklift for handling the shipments.
Some existing studies on transhipment time strategies of
cross docking operation are as listed in Table 1.
The productivity of cross docking is heavily
dependence on the performance of overall operations at
the cross docking centre. One of the common
performance indicators used for evaluating the cross
docking operation is the total operation time or the
length of schedule (schedule length) starting from the
first product from first scheduled truck is unloaded until
the last product of last scheduled truck is loaded. In the
traditional machine scheduling problem, the schedule
length is also known as makespan. Mostly, makespan is
focusing on the time when the last shipment is finally
loaded. Many studies such as by (Shakeri et al., 2008;
Boysen et al., 2010; Arabani et al., 2011; Sadykov,
2012) put forward minimizing makespan as the objective
of their optimization models. Besides makespan, the travel
cost or specifically, the travel distance, also received
attention in measuring the cross docking operation, see
Aickelin and Adewunmi (2008). In cross docking studies
by (Larbi et al., 2007; Bozer and Carlo, 2008; Li et al.,
2009) for examples, the objective of the model is to
minimize the total travel distance of transferring freight
from the inbound door to the outbound door. Travel

distance affects the travelling time of products since the
time taken for moving the products inside the cross dock
generally depends on the relative distance between the dock
door to which the respective inbound and outbound truck
have been assigned. Assigning an outbound door to be
closest to the inbound door at which the products to be
shipped are being unloaded is perceived to be able to reduce
the travel distance thus, time required for moving the
products. However, factors such as unavailability of forklift,
shortage of workers and dock door congestion might
lengthen the travelling time even though the distance from
door to door has been made the shortest one.
In some cases of cross docking, customers already
specified the expected arrival time of the products
ordered, which is also called as due date. Thus, the
respective dispatcher (cross docking operation manager)
has to be alert about this to avoid tardiness on shipping
the final products. If the vendor trucks arrive to the cross
dock beyond the expected time, the process of mixing,
matching and consolidating the whole products will be
delayed. Consequently, the final product is unable to be
shipped on time. Thus, with the interest in Just In Time
(JIT) scheduling, the performance of cross docking can
also be measured based on the truck’s earliness and
tardiness that considers predefined arrival and departure
of the trucks. Examples of studies which concerns
about the tardiness of the outbound trucks are
represented by (Li et al., 2004; Arabani et al., 2010;
Boysen, 2010; Liao et al., 2013). Depending on the
requirement and type of the cross docking itself, the
operation performance can be measured by using
different objectives such as to minimize the total storage
cost of commodity, to maximize flow of transhipment or
to minimize number of workers in the terminal. These
criteria are denoted as other strategies in the Table 1.
To solve the cross docking problem, many
approaches have been employed. The solution
approaches viewed is not just from the quantitative
aspect but also from qualitative perspective. For
quantitative approaches, mathematical models such as
linear programming, integer programming, multi
objective programming, dynamic programming and
statistical models have been developed. The
mathematical programming models deals with
maximization and/or minimization of certain objective
function(s) whether in the form of single objective or
multi-objectives (Goliasa et al., 2010; Larbi et al., 2011;
McWilliams et al., 2005; Soltani and Sadjadi, 2010).
Aside from that, simulation technique is also used to
simulate the performance of the cross docking centre in a
controlled environment in order to estimate what the
actual performance will be Aickelin and Adewunmi
(2008). In addition, heuristic and meta heuristics
techniques have been proposed in order to solve the large
scale instances problem of cross docking operation
(Larbi et al., 2011; Shakeri et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2011).
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When there is no real data to justify the proposed
solution model, synthetic data are generated to meet
specific needs and certain conditions. Somehow, some
justifications are required to validate that the synthetic
test data is reliable to represent the real one. For
instance, Soltani and Sadjadi (2010; Wu et al., 2011;
Lee et al., 2012) generate the synthetic data in solving
the large scale test problems in order to prove their
proposed models. The list of papers concerning various
types of data used is shown in Table 1.

carried to the inbound door and will receive their ordered
freight later at the same door after finish loaded or two
trucks are allowed to docked at the same door for two
different tasks (loading or receiving). Studies carried
out by (Shakeri et al., 2008; 2012; Li et al., 2009;
Berghman et al., 2012) are the example of works that
have addressed the feature of mixed door environment. On
the other hand, split or separate door environment is
considered for the cross docking layout in order to avoid
technical interference and ease the truck’s coordination
(Pierre and Maknoon, 2007; Soltani and Sadjadi, 2010;
Goliasa et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2011).
Delays in the cross docking scheduling are often
caused by the constraints of resources such as number of
receiving doors, insufficient handling equipment or lack
of manpower. High number of incoming trucks at the
facility as compared to the receiving doors has always
been the reality for the cross docking application. As a
result, 31 models studies as shown in Table 1 have put
forward this issue as the constraint for modelling the
cross docking problem. Meanwhile, studies carried out
by (Li et al., 2004; McWilliams et al., 2005;
Davoudpour et al., 2012) have highlighted the issue of
insufficient material handling equipment and manpower
as the factors that could lengthy the schedule.
Sometimes, received products cannot be directly
loaded to the outbound trucks but must be temporarily
staged inside the terminal for some specific of time (less
than 24 h). The intermediate storage or also refers to
staging area could be limited or unlimited as shown in
the fifth row of Table 1, depending on the setting of
cross docking warehouse and the type of products
handled. However, there exists the cross docking
warehouse in which there is no necessity for the
intermediate storage in the operation as proposed by
(Bozer and Carlo, 2008; Soltani and Sadjadi, 2010;
Vahdani et al., 2010; Boysen, 2010).
In cross docking, transshipment time is commonly
affected by the internal operation. There are several
features of transshipment time addressed by the existing
models namely the transshipment time that affected by
door location, transshipment time that affected by
availability (or capacity) of handling equipment and
manpower, transshipment time that affected by freight’s
flow congestion and the transshipment time that affected
by the storage time. However, in order to simplify the
model proposed, few studies such as in (Baptise et al.,
2007; Saharidis et al., 2012; Joo and Kim, 2012) have
assumed that the transshipment time is fixed.
Cross docking optimization will be guided by some
objectives or performance indicators, which evaluate the
solutions. The completion time of cross docking operation
or also known as makespan are among the indicators
addressed by the existing studies. For instance, overall 14
existing work as shown in Table 1 have evaluate their
proposed model by putting forward the minimization of

Results
There are 32 existing cross docking models reviewed
in this study. Models studied are concerning on the
short-term scheduling planning at the cross docking
facility. There are nine common scenarios addressed by
the existing short term scheduling models. The scenarios
are the door assignment, truck arrival time, door
environment,
constraints,
intermediate
storage,
transshipment time, performance indicator, solution
approach and data testing.
Commonly, there are two features of the door
assignment specified by the cross docking warehouse
which are static, dynamic or static and dynamic. As
cross docking aims on minimizing the cost and
maximizing the throughput, dynamic door assignment
has always been the focus by existing studies. This is
proved by 31 models studied as shown in Table 1. In
dynamic door assignment, the inbound and outbound
doors are not restricted to receive shipments for only
single destination. On the other hand, a study conducted
by Bozer and Carlo (2008), have addressed the
scheduling problem in which the inbound door of the
cross docking facility have dynamic assignment decision
and is optimized on a nightly basis, whereas, the
outbound doors have fixed assignment decision for
specific period of time (such as 60 days).
Aside from that, the gap analysis conducted shows
that most of cross docking scheduling models assumed
static arrival time of the incoming truck, either the trucks
are assumed to be available before the start of schedule
or the arrival time of trucks are known beforehand. For
instance, the model proposed by (Shakeri et al., 2008;
Forouharfard and Zandieh, 2010; Joo and Kim, 2012)
have specified that all trucks are assumed to be available
at the cross docking facility at time zero. A study
conducted by Konur and Golias (2013) is the only recent
work that has addressed the dynamic arrival time of
trucks. Although the authors attempt to present the
realistic nature of cross docking operations by accounting
for the uncertainties of truck arrival, but the specific time
window for the incoming truck is known in advance.
Certain cross docking warehouses offer the mixed
door environment where the inbound doors are also
allowed to be functioned as the outbound doors. In
mixed door environment, two situations are commonly
occurred. First, the incoming trucks will load the freight
2011
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completion time as the performance indicator. Aside from
that, studies conducted by (Larbi et al., 2007; Bozer et al.,
2008; Li et al., 2009) have focusing on the internal
operation as the objective. In their studies, the aim is on
minimizing the total cost of transshipment operations. In
addition, total of six existing models as indicate in Table
1 have underlined the minimization of truck’s earliness
and tardiness as the objective to be achieved.
There are several methods considered by the existing
studies for solving the proposed model. The methods are
mathematical programming, simulation approach,
heuristics and metaheuristics. Most of the works in cross
docking short term problem have modeled their problem
by using mathematical approach and hence, solve the
proposed model by using heuristics and metaheuristics
for finding the optimal solution (Li et al., 2004; Yu and
Egbelu, 2008; Li et al., 2009; Larbi et al., 2011; Lee et al.,
2012). Aside from that, in order to prove the
applicability of the proposed model, synthetic data are
generated and used for the model testing. However, it is
identified that none of the model proposed in the existing
studies have utilized the real data for the model testing.

on time. Thus, risk the freight to arrive to the intended
customer beyond the schedule.
Aside from that, the analysis indicates that none of
the existing studies verified their proposed model by
using a real data. Instead, they used synthetic data. As
cross docking operation is a daily day operation,
comparing the computation result by using the proposed
models with real data from cross docking facility will be
a promising finding. Hence, promotes the proposed
model as a convincing approach to be applied in the real
world cross docking operation especially for distribution
centre, manufacturers and logistics service providers.
Another important scenario which has been neglected
in the current literature is the truck’s unloading time. In
reality of cross docking implementation, the truck-todoor assignment is carried out by randomly assigning
truck to dock door. Sometimes, it is based on an
operation staff intuition as to which door is appropriate
by looking at the size of the truck and experience on
unloading time for such truck or truck of certain
supplier. Thus, the truck unloading time has never been
used as a criteria in determining truck-to-door
assignment. In addition, no tool has been developed thus
far to systematically assess the truck unloading time
despite the fact that knowledge on the unloading time
is a valuable information which can be used to
efficiently assign truck to dock door especially during
busy hours. Some strategies on the unloading time’s
estimation which can be considered when modelling
the non-automated cross docking problem are the
features of products carried (i.e., pallet or loose
cartoon), type of products, number of boxes or the
weight of products carried per truck.

Conclusion and Research Opportunities
The gap analysis on the existing cross docking
models pertaining to scenario and strategies shows that
studies which concerns with dynamic arrival time of
trucks is still lacking. This is due to the complexities to
solve the scheduling problem under real-time modelling
environment. Therefore, most works on cross docking
planning models assume the truck to be present at time
zero or the arrival sequence is assumed to be known.
However, in real world situation of cross docking, supplier
trucks arrived to the facility dynamically over time of
facility operation’s hour. Thus, deterministic scheduling
with static environment may not be able to cater
efficiently the arrival of trucks in dynamic environment
and thus, dock doors congestion, long waiting hours in
queues are bound to be encountered by the trucks.
On the other hand, it can be concluded that there are
only few work considers the congestion issue inside the
cross docking terminal itself. As the size of freight
become larger in the terminal, more goods need to be
handled and the handling process will require a faster
manoeuvre of forklifts. Consequently, the usages of
forklift will be multiplied and speedy movement is
required and this may create congestion within the
terminal. Hence, it will be a valuable contribution to
investigate a more efficient assignment procedure for
conducting this kind of material handling equipment.
Meanwhile, focus should also be given for product
assignment decision in order to ease the flow of products
transhipment inside the facility. Delay in this internal
operation will affect the outbound truck to leave facility
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